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Pre-2004: AGs always draKing in their mother
tongue
Post-2004: AGs draKing in one of the pivot
languages of the Court (=EN/someMmes FR)

What implica-ons might changes in the linguis7c aspect of the
AG’s role have for the construc-on and consolida-on of ECJ
jurisprudence?
1. To what extent has language use had an impact on the
usefulness of opinions?
2. Are AGs’ opinions becoming more syntheMc in construcMon
and their arguments more constrained by language as a result of
the fact that they no longer draK in their mother tongue?

3. Do the opinions of permanent AGs diﬀer from those draKing
in pivot languages?

SystemaMc Literature Review
1. To what extent has language use had an
impact on the usefulness of opinions?
1a. How important is the opinion for the
development of EU law/what impact do AG
opinions have on EU law?
1b. Are certain AGs considered more
inﬂuenMal than others? Why?

Empirical Data: Interviews
23 interviews with:
• AGs
• Référendaires
• Lawyer-Linguists

ObservaMonal Data (2 years)
ParMcipant observaMon (18 months)

AG Opinions: Layered Texts
1st layer: (AG Cabinet = 1 AG + 4 Refs)
Référendaire – responsible for the ﬁrst draK;
AG – usually intervenes in the draKing process
once there is a ﬁrst draK;
2nd layer:
LinguisMc assistance – Final draK sent to
lawyer linguist;
3rd layer:
TranslaMon – lawyer linguist and/or
freelancer;
PublicaMon.

Interviewer: Has it aﬀected in any way
your work […]?
Respondent: No, I haven’t seen any.
Interviewer: You haven’t seen?
Respondent: No, I haven’t seen from our
point of view, we haven’t seen it. No. No.

If you can draC in your own language, you are much
more eﬃcient and you master the language more
thoroughly. I mean, in [mother tongue] I would be able
to give every small nuance, every slight diﬀerence of
meaning that would use the precise words. In English,
I hope I draC rather well but sIll I’m not naIve, so
yeah, I’m a bit less eﬃcient and the result is, I hope,
good, but would have been be?er in [mother tongue].
But hey, that’s our job, that’s how things work here.
(Interview with AG’s référendaire)

Yeah, for me it’s inevitable that the
language you use shapes a liLle bit the
way you think. I think it’s inevitable, the
concept, the words… (référendaire)

The linguisMc assistance work is enMrely diﬀerent
from anything else we do, and from what we have
been trained in (lawyer-linguist)

LinguisMc assistance is a tricky thing. SomeMmes it
merely involves proofreading for grammaMcal
errors, but other Mmes it can mean rewriMng an
enMre opinion… what are we really doing then?
LinguisMc assistance or legal assistance? (Lawyerlinguist)

Extra work/role
[…] edi7ng work comes basically on top of the transla7ng work. And it’s a
very speciﬁc work on top of it. Why? Well, basically because it can be
extremely 7me consuming when the author of the document is not at ease,
or it can be extremely easy when the author of the document is perhaps not a
naIve speaker but has had some academic background in Britain or in the
USA. So there are lots of diﬀerences, so it’s very diﬃcult to predict the amount
of ediIng work involved beforehand.
(Interview with lawyer linguist)

Edi7ng has to be done – how shall I say - when the stars are aligned, when
the advocate general has been able to sIck to his or her schedule, we have
perhaps one week or ten days, but someImes due to the constraints of the
advocate general’s work, they send us their ﬁrst draC at a very late stage.
(Interview with lawyer linguist)

SubstanMve contribuMon to the AG
opinion?
[…] we serve the legal reasoning. We don’t alter it. We should not alter
it. We should serve it, and serving it means someImes to make things
more readable, more accessible, to reinforce perhaps the logic of the
whole thing by adding or deleIng words, and this is something that is not
easy. You need experience in draCing yourself.
(Interview with lawyer linguist)
[…] when the référendaire, so the legal secretary, is draCing his or her
document, they use documents from a variety of sources, which have not
necessarily full coherence, and when you do this ediIng work, you have to
ensure that what is wri?en in one document is fully coherent
(Interview with lawyer linguist)

Lawyer linguists ‘destroying’ cases
[…] we even had one situa7on where there were words added to our
opinion, and the disposiIf, the end, what we proposed was the contrary
to what …[…] It was a catastrophe that one, really it was. It was probably
a mistake.
(Interview with AG’s référendaire)
[…] it was a very huge, very important problem, because the French
version – well, the English transla7on said a completely opposite thing
and I didn’t realise it at the beginning.
(Interview with AG’s référendaire)
In general, when you work with translaIons […] you will see that there are
slight diﬀerences, but sIll in legal terms they can make a diﬀerence.
(Interview with AG’s référendaire)

He [the Advocate General] someImes chooses to
write in English because then he thinks he can
address a more broad a public.
(Interview with AG’s référendaire)
He was working on a case which was, kind of, ImesensiIve, and it was in internaIonal private law,
which is also his speciality, and one of his
référendaires, and then he just told him, ‘[Name],
can you just do that in [mother tongue] because
we have, like, two weeks leK’
(Interview with AG’s référendaire)

LinguisMc Analysis
1. To what extent has language use had an impact on the
usefulness of opinions?
2. Are AGs’ opinions becoming more syntheMc in construcMon
and their arguments more constrained by language as a result of
the fact that they no longer draK in their mother tongue?

3. Do the opinions of permanent AGs diﬀer from those draKing
in pivot languages?

1. Judgments are stylis-cally simpler and less ‘ﬂuent’
than opinions
2. AKer the 2004 language regime change opinions
become more similar (linguisMcally) to judgments
3. Opinions draKed aKer 2004 by non-permanent AGs
(i.e. AGs draKing in a language other than their mother
tongue) are stylisMcally simpler and less ‘ﬂuent’ than
the ones draKed by AGs (draKing in their mother
tongues) prior to 2004.

Main objecMves
1. Determining the stylisMc complexity and the
ﬂuency of the judgments and the opinions
before and aKer the linguisMc reform
2. Comparing the results
between judgments/opinions
between the opinions draKed before/
aKer the 2004 linguisMc reform

Research quesMons
• Which linguisMc features do represent the ﬂuency
and the stylisMc simplicity/complexity of a text? DeterminaMon
of stylisMc
• How can such features be idenMﬁed in the
complexity
considered opinions and judgments?
and ﬂuency
• Do the judgments present less features
represenMng stylisMc complexity and ﬂuency than
the opinions?
• Do the opinions become more similar to the
judgments aKer the 2004 linguisMc reform?
• Do the opinions draKed before 2004 present
more features represenMng stylisMc complexity
and ﬂuency than the ones draKed aKer 2004?

Comparison
of the results

Analysed archive of corpora
Judgments ………………………………………………………........................................
….

draKed

EN
Opinions

draKed
draKed

(2208 texts, > 10
million words)

(341 texts, 2
before 2004……….……………………………….…. million words)
(276 texts, > 2,5
aKer 2004 from naMve AGs………....million words)
(367 texts, > 3
aKer 2004 from non-naMve AGs…..
million words)

Judgments……………………………………………………………………………………………….. (2357 texts, > 10
FR

draKed

Opinions

draKed
draKed

million words)
before 2004…………………………………………… (410 texts, > 2,5
million words)
aKer 2004 from naMve AGs………….(339 texts, > 3,5
million words)
aKer 2004 from naMve AGs………....(345 texts, > 3,5
million words)

Methodology
1. DeterminaMon of the features related to
ﬂuency and stylisMc simplicity/complexity
2. Search of each one of the determined
features in each corpus
3. Comparison of the obtained between the
four sets of texts analyzed for each language
4. Extra exams suggested by the obtained
results

Results
Judgments are stylisMcally simpler and
less ﬂuent than the opinions
• Lexical variety

à More repeMMons

• Lexical density
• Sentence length
• Lower presence of hypotacMc structures

In English
In French

Results
Opinions draKed aKer 2004 by non naMve
authors are stylisMcally simpler and less ﬂuent
than the ones draKed before 2004 in a naMve
language
•
•
•
•

Lexical variety
Lexical density
Sentence length
Lower presence of hypotacMc structures

Opinions become more and more similar to
judgments

Results
LEXICAL VARIETY
CreaMon of a WORD LIST
𝑇𝑇𝑅=𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑠/
𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑠 ×100
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Results
Sentence length
Mean sentence length of English corpus
before 2004
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Results
HYPOTACTIC STRUCTURES
• Choice of an exhausMve list of
subordinate conjuncMons
(e.g. when, than, because, etc.)
• IdenMﬁcaMon of each conjuncMon within
the wordlist and of its frequency
• Sum of the frequency of each
subordinate conjuncMon included in the
considered list

2882 +
2767 +
……. =

Sta-s-cal signiﬁcance
Minimal LL value = 6,63, the greater the LL value, the
greater the diﬀerence
In the French corpus:

Judgments vs.

Opinions draKed before 2004
1192,59
NaMve opinions draKed aKer 2004 134,28
Non-naMve opinions draKed aKer 2004 0,19

Results
HYPOTACTIC STRUCTURES
In the English corpus:
Opinions draKed
before 2004

vs.

NaMve opinions
draKed aKer 2004

965.49

Non naMve opinions
draKed aKer 2004

978.25

Results
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Resuming….
Opinions become gradually more similar to
judgments (i.e. stylisMcally simpler and less
ﬂuent) as for:
•
•
•
•

A decreasing lexical variety
An increasing quanMty of repeMMons
An increasing sentence length
A decreasing quanMty of hypotacMc
structures

Extra exam
IdenMﬁcaMon of idenMcal fragments between
judgments and opinions
French corpora

English corpora
100%
matching
fragments

Opinions
Before
2004

AKer
AKer
2004
2004
NATIVE NON
NATIVE

All matching 10,832
fragments
100%

4,145
100%

≥ 10 words

331
3%

≥ 30 words

85
0,7%

≥ 100 words 5
0.04%

29,218
100%

100%
matching
fragments

Opinions
Before AKer
AKer
2004
2004
2004
NATIVE NON
NATIVE

All matching
fragments

5,407
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7,155
100%

1,972
2,028
23.17% 27.81%

≥ 10 words

389
7.19%

1,438
1,269
20.09% 20.08%

1,000
897
11.75% 12.30%

≥ 30 words

115
2.12%

559
7.81%

421
6.66%

45
0.52%

≥ 100 words

8
0.14%

24
0.33%

21
0.33%

41
0.56%

6,139
100%

Conclusions
• Judgments results to be stylis-cally simpler and less
ﬂuent than the opinions draTed by Generals Advocates
• The introduc-on of the linguis-c reform in 2004 did have
an inﬂuence on the style and the ﬂuency of the opinions
Opinions become more similar to judgments
Opinions became stylisMcally simpler and less
ﬂuent
Opinions lose their original eloquence
They lose parMally the inﬂuence that
they had on the judgments.

So what?!
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